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Big Eyes Coin Price Prediction – Story Highlights

End of 2023: With its presale endingin June, investors who miss out on the presale will look
to buy $BIG on exchanges. Moreover, its IEO will bring new hype from the media; if
successful, we could expect a post-IEO price of $0.000019 by the end of 2023.

 

End of 2024: If the Big Eyes team executes on their roadmap, the token will rise with the rest
of the market in 2024 following the Bitcoin halving. Therefore, our Big Eyes coin price
prediction projects a price of $0.000028 by the end of 2024.

 

End of 2025: Having already amassed a huge online community, Big Eyes coin has the
foundations to become a successful long-term meme coin. Based on its fast-growing
community, our Big Eyes coin price prediction estimates a maximum price of $0.000041 by
the end of 2025.

 

End of 2030: Long-term price forecasts are difficult, especially for volatile meme coins.
Nonetheless, if our Big Eyes coin price prediction bull case plays out, the Big Eyes price could
reach $0.00028 by the end of 2030.
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Big Eyes (BIG) coin is a new meme coin that just ended its presale very recently. In this article, we’ll
dive into the Big Eyes coin price prediction for 2023, 2024, 2025 and 2030. We’ll talk through its
short and long-term price potential based on its fundamentals, roadmap, safety and level of interest
from the community.

 

Similarly to some of the top meme coins like Dogecoin, the $BIG token will not offer much utility.
Instead, the team aims to increase the token’s price by growing its community and popularity among
investors.

 

While this strategy is risky, it works for other coins like Dogecoin, Shiba Inu, and newer cryptos like
Pepe.

 

Before getting deeper into the Big Eyes price prediction and discussing numbers that might get you
bored for no reason at all, let’s have a look at the basic introduction of this currency.
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What is Big Eyes Coin?
Big Eyes (BIG) coin is an emerging meme coin similar to BabyDoge Coin and Shiba Inu. It sets itself
apart from the doge pack of the meme coin game through its adorable cat mascot and innovation.

 

Big Eyes coin has concluded its presale after an epic journey through 15 stages. It raised a clean
$27.46 million in presale funds, excluding promo offers. Beyond the funds raised, Big Eyes Coin’s
most remarkable achievement is attracting a community of over 46,300 BIG holders, known as the
Kitty Cuddlers.

 

The coin features no buy or sell transaction fees, making it free to trade except for gas fees.
Additionally, the exchange liquidity is locked for two years.

 

Furthermore, Big Eyes’s venture into the Online Casino and P2E arena has also gained wide
traction, propelling the excitement levels to astronomical heights.
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The meme coin project promises unique features such as NFTs and loot boxes, aiming to add an
element of novelty to its offerings and a gamification aspect to the coin. The loot boxes offer the
potential for rewards greater than the initial purchase amount. However, these features have yet to
be released. The project also claims to prioritize decentralization and security, despite evidence
pointing to the project’s centralized nature and vulnerabilities.

 

The BIG Casino will follow two months later on August 29th, featuring 4000+ games in the Web3
universe, many of which will be P2E games, thus giving $BIG great utility. It will also be the only
token permissible in the casino, and the purpose of that is that transactions within the casino are
counted towards $BIG’s daily trading volume. This metric is used to indicate interest in a coin, so
the bigger it is, the higher $BIG will rank on exchanges. And the higher it ranks the more attention it
will garner, thus starting a self-propagating cycle of growth.

 

The true spectacle unfolds as Big Eyes Coin unleashes its GameFi extravaganza. This is destined to
captivate gamers worldwide, ignites scarcity, and skyrocket BIG’s trading volume and market
capitalization. It will bestow immense value upon the BIG token, enrich its ecosystem, and shine a
spotlight on crypto adoption, utility, and sustainability.

 

More on Big Eyes Coin

Big Eyes Whitepaper Review

The Big Eyes Coin whitepaper is relatively short and lacks specific details. It outlines the project’s
intention to release NFTs as rewards and make charitable donations to unspecified organizations for
ocean conservation. The whitepaper does not mention team members by name and instead uses
pseudonymous cat characters. It also mentions plans for merchandise and community events.

 

Big Eyes Coin Tokenization

Big Eyes Crypto has a comprehensive tokenomics strategy that defines how tokens are allocated for
various purposes, such as initial coin offerings (ICO), staking and rewards, liquidity pools, and the
development of the Big Eyes project.

 

The total supply is 200,000,000,000 tokens. During the Big Eyes presale, 80% of the coins will be
sold. This puts the coins in the hands of the community rather than the project’s team, leading to
more organic and sustainable price action. Another 5% of tokens are allocated to a charity wallet,
and the rest will be split between exchange liquidity and the team’s marketing budget.

 

Donations for Environmental Conservation



Big Eyes Coin has significantly contributed to saving the oceans by donating a portion of its
proceeds. This commitment to environmental causes showcases the project’s dedication to making a
positive impact beyond the crypto space. Big Eyes Coin strives to protect the planet’s precious
ecosystems by supporting initiatives to combat pollution and overfishing.

 

Profit Maximization Strategies

Big Eyes Coin has implemented various strategies to help potential investors maximize their profits.
One notable approach was the introduction of bonus codes, which provided users with an impressive
300% extra $BIG on their initial deposits. This incentivized participation and allowed investors to
boost their holdings substantially.

 

Big Eyes Token Solidity Finance Audit

Big Eyes Coin underwent an audit by Solidity Finance, and the findings revealed several key points.
The audit showed no mint or burn functions in the contract, but the circulating supply could be
reduced by sending tokens to the 0x..dead address.

 

The total supply was owned entirely by the project’s owner at the time of the audit. The owner could
blacklist specific addresses from participating in transfers, and there were no fees associated with
token transfers. The contract complied with the ERC-20 token standard and was deployed using
Solidity v0.8.13, which provided safety against potential overflows or underflows. The audit also
highlighted the centralized control of the project as a concern, raising a written warning to potential
users.
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Latest Big Eyes Coin News
Big Eyes Coin announced that it will be available on LBank on Wednesday. LBank is likely to
confirm the same by Tuesday.
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Big Eyes Coin announced purchasing $100,000 worth of tokens to boost the project’s Market
Cap and Liquidity. They expressed gratitude for community support and mentioned the
upcoming launch of the BIG Casino. However, some users complained about unresponsiveness
and questioned the low liquidity despite raising funds.

 

Big Eyes coin was listed on Uniswap on last Thursday at a price 88% lower than the listing
price announced by the team, then crashed further. $BIG token was listed at $0.0000743 on
Uniswap, compared to the stated listing price of $0.0006.

 

Initial Feedback from Twitter Users – Users are expressing concerns and dissatisfaction due to
difficulties in claiming the $BIG token. Multiple users reported that their claims were rejected
even after gas fees were deducted from their wallets. One user indicated that the gas fee was
deducted twice. Another user mentioned that the enable button to claim the tokens wasn’t
visible. Furthermore, there are also concerns about the lack of liquidity. Some users suggested
that the issues might be due to a high volume of simultaneous claims.

 

Big Eyes token’s first centralized exchange (CEX) listing is scheduled for June 16 on Poloniex,
a day after Uniswap. Big Eyes also announced their listing will be supported by their own DEX
platform Big Eyes Swap, and the OKX wallet.

 

Current Situation with Big Eyes Coin 
Presale Key Points

Big Eyes presale started in August 2022 at an initial price of $0.0001 for the stage one.
There are 200,000,000,000 $BIG tokens.
The Big Eyes team have allocated 80% of $BIG to presale.
There will be 15 presale rounds, with an IEO price of $0.0006.
Having raised $35 million, the project has reached its soft cap.
The presale hard cap is set at $51.2 million.

 

$BIG has once cross above $0.0001096 on Jun 17, 2023. however, the price crashed over 88% since
then with increasing problems with the new project.

 

At the time of writing, Big Eyes coin is trading at $0.000013. In the past 24 hours, the $BIG price
has plunged by 19.45% with a trading volume of $2,099,816.

 

$BIG token was listed on its first centralized exchange, Poloniex, on June 16th, and also launched its
own DEX, Big Eyes Swap.



 

That additional CEX and DEX listing has so far not helped the $BIG price recover, nor a claimed
partnership with the OKX wallet.

 

Several holders posted screenshots such as the ones below showing that they were down on their
investment at the time of the Uniswap launch, for example to $2k from an initial position worth
$27k.

 

The Big Eyes team stated they had ‘liquidated the initial bots’ by selling some ‘funds’, which they
would then add back into the liquidity.

 

That announcement followed other unusual decisions such as a requirement for traders to pay $100
to claim their tokens early, and an over six hour delay in launching.

 

Hundreds of comments were also left on the @BigEyesCoin Twitter page by holders unable to claim
their tokens, receiving a ‘nonce too low’ transaction error.



 

There appears to have not been enough liquidity provided from the outset, and at press time the
liquidity is just $60k, and the market cap of Big Eyes token is approximately $1 million.

 

One crypto influencer, Jacob Bury, questioned if the Big Eyes ICO was a scam and compared it to the
kind of ‘rug pull’ American YouTuber Stephen ‘Coffeezilla’ Findeisen would uncover.

 

More influencers including Crypto Ahoy and Carl Talks Crypto have speculated that the Big Eyes
crypto project may be connected to other rug pulls, including Firepin and Journart.

 

At the time of writing Coffeezilla has not commented on the Big Eyes presale or its price crash since
launching on crypto exchanges.
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Is Big Eyes Crypto Legit?

Purely from an investment angle, the use case is weak but that was the case with Pepe too
which eventually became a cult meme coin this year.
The founders are unknown but that is the case with Pepe coin as well.

 

So at some level, Big Eyes is as legit as Pepe. This does not mean it is legit, it only means there are
numerous coins like this, including Pepe. There are two major issues with Big Eyes:
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Unlike Pepe, Big Eyes does not have inherent brand power. Pepe NFT was already quite well
known.
Second, so far there is just one listing and perhaps more may be coming. Unless Big Eyes list
in 7-10 exchanges, it is unlikely to have a great start.

 

Big Eyes Price Prediction 2023, 2024, 2025, 2030
We’ve covered most of the important things you need to know about Big Eyes (BIG) before
considering its price prediction. If you are really interested in investing in the coin, this is the time
to be more attentive. Do note, however, that predictions are not a substitute for your own research
and due diligence.

 

So what will big eyes be worth?

 

Below pulls together the potential highs and lows for the Big Eyes price prediction for 2023, 2024,
2025 and 2030, ensuring you have a rough idea of the coin’s future value potential.

 

Year Possible Low Possible High
2023 $0.000016 $0.000019
2024 $0.000024 $0.000028
2025 $0.000036 $0.000041
2030 $0.00024 $0.00028
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Big Eyes Coin Price Prediction 2023
While Big Eyes have experienced an immensely successful presale, it is still being determined
whether it could become one of the best altcoins.

 

One of the most critical factors in our short-term Big Eyes price forecast is understanding how
tokenomics and demand could affect the coin’s price.

 

As mentioned earlier, 80% of all coins will be available at presale, and stage one investors will net a
600% gain based on the Big Eyes IEO price.

 

This signifies a massive profit for early investors and could lead to some high sell pressure following
the launch.

 

High sell pressure post-launch could potentially hold the price down. Nonetheless, exchange
launches often generate a lot of hype and new demand, as we saw during the Tamadoge presale. The
Tamadoge coin was one of the best crypto launches, where the price surged once it went live on
exchanges, pocketing an 18X return for early investors.

 

Moreover, based on the potential for meme coins to climb to unprecedented levels quickly, many
investors will be happy to hold the coin in hopes of greater long-term profits.

 

Therefore, we expect the demand to outpace the supply. With this in mind, our Big Eyes price
prediction forecasts a $BIG token price of $0.000019 by the end of 2023.

 

Big Eyes Coin Price Prediction 2024
With the Bitcoin halving in 2024, Standard Charted expects Bitcoin to reach $100,000. Historically,
as the Bitcoin price rises, the rest of the crypto market does too. Therefore, provided the team
executes on its roadmap; we could continue to see the Big Eyes price grow in 2024.

 

Another factor affecting the Big Eyes crypto price in 2024 is its tokenomics. As mentioned, 80% of
the tokens are available at presale, with the rest allocated to exchanges, charity and just 5% to
marketing. This means the community holds the lion’s share of the tokens, all of which will be
circulating immediately after the IEO.

 



In contrast, many presale projects distribute far fewer tokens to the presale, with the rest allocated
to the team on an 18-month vesting schedule. Since Big Eyes tokens will be mostly unlocked from
the get-go, this could lead to reduced sell pressure in 2024.

 

With the Big Eyes project already gaining a substantial following on social media, the team is
evidently doing a fantastic job of marketing. Therefore, it is probable that this growth will continue
into 2024.

 

Considering the growing community and that the broader market will be in a bull market, we expect
demand to far outweigh supply for Big Eyes coin in 2024.

 

However, some experts like Jacob Bury have highlighted that there is a chance Big Eyes could be a
rug pull. Although the project has already addressed these concerns through smart contract audits,
KYC and locked exchange liquidity, it is still important to remain aware of the potential risks.

 

Since these concerns have been addressed, and the factors affecting supply and demand looking
promising, our Big Eyes price prediction estimates $BIG to reach $0.000028 by the end of 2024.
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Big Eyes Coin Price Prediction 2025
Looking ahead to 2025, so long as the team executes on its roadmap, the main consideration for our
Big Eyes coin price prediction is how it differentiates itself from other meme coins.

 

Over 100 new cryptocurrencies are created daily, so beyond solid tokenomics and fundamentals,
new projects need a unique selling point to succeed long-term.
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In a Big Eyes analysis, crypto analyst Jacob Bury states that the project features eye-catching and
unique artwork. Big Eyes plans to release an NFT collection, where its well-designed artwork could
give it a significant advantage.

 

Another factor to consider is the Big Eyes roadmap. Two main trends on the roadmap are the
project’s focus on marketing and rewarding the community.

 

Being a meme coin project, Big Eyes must remain in the media’s eye to generate demand. This is
because, unlike other cryptos, meme coins do not provide any inherent value. The main purpose is
for holders to be a part of a community.

 

With this in mind, the Big Eyes team’s focus on marketing, community, and engaging artwork gives
us high hopes that Big Eyes could throughout in 2025.

 

Nonetheless, this does not come without risk. Despite having a successful presale and a promising
roadmap, all meme coins are highly speculative and volatile. This can be seen with Dogecoin,
currently down 92% from its all-time high, compared to Bitcoin, down just 63%.

 

However, although meme tokens are a highly volatile category, they also provide higher upside
returns if they prove successful. Considering the above factors, our Big Eyes coin price prediction
estimates a potential price between $0.000036 and $0.000041 by the end of 2025.

 

Big Eyes Coin Price Prediction 2030
Predicting a long-term price estimate for new coins can be difficult, especially for meme coins. That
said, Dogecoin is an example of how a meme coin can perform well in the long-term.

 

Dogecoin has been around since 2014, and it was only in 2021 that things really took off for the coin.
This shows that meme coins still have long-term potential, despite lacking real utility.

 

When it comes to Big Eyes, the project’s roadmap has set a target of $1 per $BIG token. However,
since there are 200 billion $BIG tokens, this would put their market cap near Ethereum’s. We
suspect this could be their long-term target, but we also believe this is highly unrealistic and should
be taken light-heartedly.

 

Considering there are no plans for utility or growing the ecosystem beyond being a meme coin, a



$200 billion market cap is difficult to imagine.

 

However, its incorporation of NFTs, its fast-growing community, and solid tokenomics tell us that a
market cap closer to $750 million is likely by 2030.

 

Looking at the meme coin rankings by market cap, we can see that this would put Big Eyes below
the current Baby Doge Coin market cap. Considering that BABYDOGE is less than two years old, Big
Eyes could easily reach a similar market cap in seven years.

 

On the other hand, if the project did rug pull or failed to execute on its roadmap, we could see the
price fall as low as its IEO price.

 

If our bull case for Big Eyes proves correct, our Big Eyes price prediction estimates a price of
$0.00028 by the end of 2030.

 

It is worth noting that given the explosive and unpredictable nature of meme coins, the project also
has the potential to climb much higher. However, we aim to remain objective and avoid over
speculation in our price forecasts.
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Big Eyes Coin Price Prediction | Analysts Say
Now, let’s take a quick look at some of the Big Eyes price predictions from top analysts in the field.

 

While we have based our Big Eyes price prediction on fundamentals, tokenomics and comparing the
project to similar ones, it can also be helpful to take note of other analysts’ predictions too.
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Techopedia

According to Techopedia, the Big Eyes coin could reach as high as $0.0015 by the end of 2023, with
potential lows of $0.0001.

 

OvenAdd

OvenAdd expects the Big Eyes crypto to reach a maximum price of $0.0008, with a minimum
expected price of $0.0006 by the end of 2023.

 

Cryptomode

According to Cryptomode, Big Eyes could reach $1 in the coming months.

 

Newswatchtv

Newswatchtv claims that the Big Eyes price could be 10X in current months. This would equate to a
token price of $0.0052 by the end of 2023.

 

Codecodex

Codecodex claims Big Eyes could do a 50X from its presale stage one price by the end of 2023. This
would result in a price of $0.005.

 

Although the exact price predictions vary greatly, it seems that all the analysts above agree that the
Big Eyes coin has plenty of room for growth.

 

What Will Affect the Big Eyes Price?
Whether Big Eyes can be one of the best cryptos to buy remains to be seen. However, understanding
the factors affecting its price can help to predict its short and long-term potential more accurately.

 

Exchange Listings

Currently, the confirmed exchange listings for Big Eyes crypto include Uniswap, Poloniex and so on.

 

Exchange listings often build hype and increased speculation, and also provide access to the coin for



investors who do not use self-custody wallets. Therefore, the more exchanges Big Eyes is listed on,
the higher the price could go.

 

Marketing and Media Spotlight

Meme coins mainly focus on increasing their community’s size. Doing so can increase their token
price and raise awareness around the project. Therefore, Big Eyes must concentrate on marketing
and remain in the media spotlight to attract new members to its community.

 

Meme Coin Narrative

Have you ever noticed how many meme coins use the names of trending coins like “doge” or “inu”
within their names? The reason for this is to gain traction when the original coin is performing well.

 

When the top meme coins explode, investors who take profits often look to purchase lesser-known
meme coins with high upside potential. Therefore, the meme coin narrative remaining popular could
dramatically increases the chances of Big Eyes reaching its potential.

 

Broader Crypto Market

The broader market’s performance is crucial to the Big Eyes coin’s success. If the markets are
performing well, most coins will increase in price. On the other hand, poorly performing markets
make it difficult for individual coins to grow.

 

Despite the Bitcoin halving, two factors are looming over the crypto industry which could halt its
growth in the short term: global macroeconomics and the growing crypto regulation.

 

That said, we remain long-term bullish on crypto, and historically speaking, crypto has always
entered a bull market following the Bitcoin halving.
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Conclusion
Big Eyes Coin has garnered attention in the crypto sphere due to its engaging community outreach
tactics and lovable mascot. While there are some concerns regarding the project’s legitimacy and
centralization, it has also generated excitement among potential investors and crypto enthusiasts.
The project’s mission goes beyond simply being a meme coin, as it focuses on donations for
environmental conservation. With an adorable kitty companion and a focus on wealth redistribution
within the DeFi ecosystem, Big Eyes Coin seeks to dominate the meme coin scene and generate
popularity and wealth.

 

However, it is crucial to approach Big Eyes Coin with caution and conduct thorough research before
making any investment decisions. The anonymous nature of the team, delays in the presale, and
potential links to previous scams raise valid concerns about the project’s credibility.

 

As with any investment in the crypto space, it is essential to exercise caution, only invest what one
can afford to lose, and rely on verified information from trusted sources. The cryptocurrency market
is highly volatile and unpredictable, and investing in meme coins carries inherent risks.

 

It remains to be seen how Big Eyes coin will evolve. The project’s ambitious roadmap and focus on
user engagement and innovation position it to make a significant impact on the cryptocurrency
market.. However, thorough due diligence and continuous monitoring of the project’s progress and
developments are necessary to make informed decisions.

 

As the cryptocurrency landscape evolves, staying informed about the latest updates, regulatory
changes, and market trends is crucial. Keeping track of reputable sources and seeking guidance
from industry experts can help navigate the ever-changing world of cryptocurrencies effectively.
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FAQs

Is Big Eyes a good investment?

Meme coins tend to be a short term trade based on their inherent volatility, rather than a long term
investment. The token has enjoyed a successful presale so far, so we will have to see what it can do
to maintain that good performance. A lot will depend on how the crypto market behaves as a whole.
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How many Big Eyes coins are there?

The total supply of Big Eyes is 200,000,000,000 – two hundred billion. 80% of that will be in
circulation at launch, i.e. the circulating supply.

 

How do I claim my Big Eyes coin?

Investors can find a ‘Claim’ button added to the website, click that and connect the original wallet
used to make the purchase.

 

What will the Big Eyes price be in 2025?

Our Big Eyes coin price prediction estimates Big Eyes price to reach $0.000041 by the end of 2025.
The Big Eyes team is focused on marketing and rewarding their community. These are the two key
ingredients for a meme coin to succeed long-term, which is why we are bullish on the Big Eyes price
in 2025.

 

What is the future of Big Eyes coin?

Many analysts have disputing opinions on the future of Big Eyes crypto. Some expect the coin to
reach $1 by the end of 2023, whereas others see potential lows of $0.0001. Our Big Eyes coin price
prediction is much more conservative, estimating a price between $0.000016 and $0.000019 by the
end of 2023.
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